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Abstract

This note documents a test that was made with an LCLS-II undulator and phase shifter
measured together at the same measurement bench. The phase shifter and undulator were set
according to previous production measurements to make the phase matching error in the undu-
lator an integer multiple of 2�. The test con�rms that the previous undulator measurements
and phase shifter measurements used to set the devices are accurately cross calibrated. It also
veri�es the algorithm to set the phase shifter, including 2� phase jumps.

1 Introduction1

A test was made in which an LCLS-II undulator and phase shifter were measured together at the
same measurement bench. This note describes the test and presents the results. In production
measurements, the undulators and phase shifters are measured at two separate benches. In order
for the phase shifters to work properly with the undulators, both benches must have the same
calibration. This test con�rmed the cross calibration. There is also signi�cant software involved
in processing the production measurement results. This test showed that the phase matching error
calculations for the undulator and the calculation of the added phase of a phase shifter are consistent.
Finally, the phase shifters must make phase jumps of integer multiples of 2� in order to cover the
range of phase matching errors of the undulator. The measurements from this test con�rmed that
the jump algorithm was correct.

2 Setup

The measurement setup for the test described in this note is shown in �gure 1. An LCLS-II phase
shifter, SXPS-16347, was placed upstream of an LCLS-II undulator, SXU-006. Both the undulator
and the phase shifter had been previously measured during standard production measurements.
In order to eliminate phase matching errors in the undulators, the phase shifters are set according

to an algorithm detailed in previous technical notes2 ;3 . In summary, the undulator line is �rst
divided into cells. Each cell goes from the center of one interspace to the center of the next
interspace, and contains one undulator. We de�ne a nominal phase advance at each point through
the cell. The nominal phase advance is a solution that keeps all undulators in the line in phase with
each other. If at any point the actual phase advance is an integer multiple of 2� from the nominal
phase advance, the undulators will still be in phase with each other. We compare the measured
phase advance to the nominal phase advance to get the phase matching error. The phase matching

1Work supported in part by the DOE Contract DE-AC02-76SF00515. This work was performed in support of the
LCLS project at SLAC.

2Z. Wolf, "Phase Matching The LCLS-II Undulators", LCLS-TN-16-3, July, 2016.
3Z. Wolf, "Setting The LCLS-II Phase Shifters", LCLS-TN-17-3-Rev2, February, 2018.
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Figure 1: An LCLS-II phase shifter was placed at the entrance end of an undulator for this test.

error is corrected to an integer multiple of 2� using two phase shifters, one at the entrance to correct
the phase from the entrance cell boundary through the body of the undulator, and one at the exit to
correct the phase at the exit cell boundary. For the test documented in this note, only the entrance
end phase shifter was installed. We now elaborate on these phase matching concepts in an e¤ort to
help interpret the results of this test.

2.1 Nominal Phase

The purpose of phase matching is to keep the motion of the electron beam synchronized to a light
wave in all the undulators of a line. The synchronization is calculated from measurements of the
magnetic �eld in the undulator with given initial conditions on the synchronization at the entrance
cell boundary. The undulators are measured individually, so the phase matching scheme must be
applied to individual undulators in such a way that when the undulators are assembled together,
phase matching in all the undulators is guaranteed. In order to do this, we come up with one
solution that guarantees phase matching, and then adjust the phase relation in each undulator to
this solution plus multiples of 2� in phase. The one solution that we compare to is called the
nominal phase. The nominal phase is the same for all undulators in the line.
In order to discuss the nominal phase solution, consider �gure 2. We divide the undulator line

into cells that contain an undulator. The cell boundaries are shown by the dashed lines at the far
left and far right of the �gure. For LCLS-II, the cell boundaries are at the center of each interspace
between undulators. For each undulator, phase is measured relative to the entrance cell boundary
so phase � = 0 at this position. The nominal phase advance through the entire cell is denoted by
�c and is shown at the exit cell boundary. In order to make the cells independent, we require the
nominal phase advance in the cell �c to be an integer multiple of 2�.
The undulator has an entrance end region in which the magnets have varying strength in order

to launch the trajectory without steering and without an o¤set. There is a phase advance in the
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Figure 2: Figure showing the number of poles and the phase advance through the undulator to the
cell boundary.

end region and the free space leading up to it. After the end region, the electron motion must be
in phase with the light and this must remain true through the central core of the undulator. At
the exit, there is another end region which makes the beam leave the undulator without a slope or
o¤set. The exit end region and free space leading to the cell boundary contributes to the phase
advance. At the exit end cell boundary, the nominal phase advance is �c, an integer multiple of
2�, which makes the next cell equivalent to the previous cell.
Suppose the end region is made of Ne poles. The �rst pole in the undulator central core is

number Ne +1. There are the same number Ne poles making up the end region at the exit. If the
undulator has Np poles total, the central region has Np � 2Ne poles. This is illustrated in �gure 2.
In the central part of the undulator, the nominal phase advance is � between poles as given by

the resonance condition. We are assuming the K value is set correctly and we are considering phase
calculated with the radiation wavelength of this undulator. There are Np�2Ne poles in the central
region, so there are Np � 2Ne � 1 phase shifts of � between poles. The phase shift in the central
core region is

�core = (Np � 2Ne � 1)� (1)

Let the nominal phase be �m at the �rst central core pole, number Ne+1. This matching phase
must be set to bring the electron motion in phase with the light wave throughout the central core of
the undulator. We assume a symmetry of the undulator, so the nominal phase advance to go from
the last pole in the central core to the cell boundary is also �m. The cell phase is the sum of the
matching phase at the entrance, the phase advance through the central core, and the phase advance
through the exit.

�c = �m + (Np � 2Ne � 1)� +�m (2)

This relationship lets us solve for �m.

�m =
1

2
[�c � (Np � 2Ne � 1)�] (3)

Once we specify the nominal phase advance in the cell �c, and we choose a number of end poles Ne
out of a total number of poles Np, we calculate �m which is the nominal phase at the �rst pole after
the end poles.
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Knowing �m, we can calculate the nominal phase of every pole in the central core of the undu-
lator. For pole number n in the central core, the nominal phase is

�n = �m + [n� (Ne + 1)]� (4)

We choose a cell phase �c, calculate �m, and get this nominal phase at every pole in the central
core to compare the measured phase against. This is how the nominal phase is calculated.
As an example, consider the case of an undulator with 6 poles as shown in �gure 3. The undulator

has an even number of poles like the LCLS-II undulators. We set the cell phase �c to be 6�. We

Figure 3: Phase matching example in a small undulator with 6 poles.

set the number of end poles Ne = 1. The central core of the undulator then consists of 4 poles, pole
2 to pole 5. There are 3 regions between these 4 central core poles where the phase advance is �. So
the total phase advance in the central core of the undulator is 3�. The phase between the entrance
cell boundary and the �rst central core pole, pole 2, is �m = (6� � 3�) =2 = 3�=2. Similarly, the
phase from the last central core pole, pole 5, to the exit cell boundary is 3�=2. The phase advance
to go from pole 2 in one undulator to pole 2 in the next undulator is equal to the phase advance in
the central core of the undulator, plus the phase advance to the exit cell boundary, plus the phase
advance from the cell boundary to pole 2 of the downstream undulator. These terms add up to the
cell phase phase, which we made equal to an integer multiple to 2�. A similar argument applies to
all other poles. This method has guaranteed that the nominal phase advance from a given pole to
the same pole in a downstream undulator is an integer multiple to 2�:

2.2 Measured Phase

Consider the plot in �gure 4 which shows in blue a typical measured phase advance through the
undulator at a large gap setting. (The gap is set to 25 mm to emphasize the di¤erence between the
measured phase and the nominal phase.) At the entrance and exit ends of the undulator, the phase
increases due to the free space slippage of the light relative to the electron beam. Throughout the
central core of the undulator, the phase increases more rapidly due to the added slippage from the
longer path of the electrons in the magnetic �eld. With the exception of small phase errors due to
�eld errors in the undulator, the phase increases by � every time the electron bunch moves from one
pole to the next.
The red line in �gure 4 shows the nominal phase in the central core of the undulator. From the

discussion above, we can calculate the various parts of the nominal phase plot. The LCLS-II SXR
undulators have Np = 172 poles. We set the number of end poles at Ne = 6. At pole 7, the �rst
pole after the end poles, the nominal phase is �m. This is indicated by label 1 in �gure 4. �m is
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Figure 4: Measured phase in the undulator (blue) and the nominal phase (red).

the nominal phase advance from the entrance cell boundary to pole 7. In the central core of the
undulator, the nominal phase advances by � per spacing between poles, giving the slope of the red
line. This is indicated by label 2 in the �gure. At the exit end, the nominal phase increases by �m
going from pole 172�6 = 166 to the cell boundary. This is indicated by labels 3 and 4 in the �gure.
The sum of �m at the entrance, � times the number of undulator central core poles minus one, and
�m at the exit, gives the nominal phase in the cell. The number of poles in the central core of
the undulator is the total number of poles (172) minus twice the number of end poles (2� 6 = 12),
which is equal to 160. The number of spaces between poles where there is the � phase advance is
159, the number of central core poles minus 1. So the nominal phase advance in the central core of
the undulator is 159 x � radians, or 28; 620 degrees. The nominal phase advance in the cell was set
equal to 172� radians, or 30; 960 degrees. Any multiple of 2� can be added to this, but this value
was chosen as nominal. Since two times �m plus the phase advance in the central core (28; 620
degrees) is equal to the nominal phase advance in the cell (30; 960 degrees), we can calculate �m
and we �nd �m = 1170 degrees. These are the values shown in �gure 4.

2.3 Phase Matching Error

By measuring the magnetic �eld in the undulator, we can determine the phase at each pole in the
central core region4 . Let �n be the measured phase at pole n. Taking the di¤erence between the
measured phase at pole n and the nominal phase at pole n, we get the plot in �gure 5. This is the
di¤erence between the blue line and the red line in �gure 4. The di¤erence in phase has some small
�uctuations about an average value which is typically very large. The average value, the phase
matching error at the entrance, must be corrected to be an integer multiple of 2� for the undulator
to contribute to the radiation wave. From the �gure, the average phase matching error through the

4Z. Wolf, "Introduction To LCLS Undulator Tuning", LCLS-TN-04-7, June, 2004.
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Figure 5: The average of the di¤erence between the measured phase and the nominal phase through-
out the central core of the undulator is the phase matching error.

undulator is 3031 degrees, which is equal to (8� 360)+151 degrees. To correct this phase matching
error, the phase shifter must add 360 � 151 = 209 degrees of phase, or equivalently, 209 + j � 360
degrees for integer j.
Let

 n = �n � �n (5)

be the di¤erence between the measured phase at pole n and the nominal phase at pole n as shown
in �gure 5. Let

	enter = h ni (6)

be the average value of the phase di¤erence. This is the average of all poles through the central
core of the undulator. This average value, 	enter, is the phase matching error. We must make a
correction at the entrance of the undulator so that after the correction, 	enter is an integer multiple
of 2�.
There is also a phase matching error at the exit. The measured phase of the cell may be di¤erent

than �c. In this case the phase at the undulator exit must be corrected. Let �c be the measured
phase of the cell. The di¤erence between the measured phase of the cell and the nominal phase of
the cell we denote by  c.

 c = �c � �c (7)

The phase matching error that must be corrected at the exit is denoted by 	exit.

	exit =  c �	enter (8)

	exit is the phase error of the cell minus the correction that has been made at the entrance. Phase
matching at the undulator exit was not studied in this test.
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For production measurements, the undulators are measured without phase shifters. The phase
matching error (the di¤erence between the measured phase and the nominal phase) is determined
at many undulator gaps and spline �ts are made to determine the phase matching error at any gap,
or equivalently, at any undulator K value (since spline �ts are also made to the gap and K data).
A plot of the phase matching error and its �t as a function of K for SXU-006 is shown in �gure 6.

Figure 6: Measured phase matching error at the entrance for SXU-006.

The origin and shape of the phase matching error as a function of K can be understood from a
basic model. Consider the impulse model shown in �gure 75 . In this model each full strength pole
changes the slope of the electron trajectory by m as shown in the top of the �gure. The �rst pole is
quarter strength and changes the slope of the trajectory by m=4, from 0 to m=4. The next pole is
3=4 strength and changes the slope by �3=4m from +m=4 to �m=2. After that, the poles are full
strength and change the slope from �m=2 to �m=2. The slippage for transverse electron motion
in the x-direction is given by

S =

Z �
1

22
+
1

2
x02
�
dz (9)

where x0 is the slope of the trajectory. For a length L from the cell boundary to the �rst quarter
strength pole, the slope x0 = 0 and the slippage is

S0 =
L

22
(10)

In the distance of length �u=2, where �u is the undulator period, between the �rst quarter strength
pole and the 3=4 strength pole, the slope is m=4, so the slippage is

S1 =
�u
2

�
1

22
+
1

2

�m
4

�2�
(11)

5Z. Wolf, "Introduction To LCLS Undulator Tuning", LCLS-TN-04-7, June, 2004.
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Figure 7: The impulse model illuminates the origin and shape of the phase matching error curve.

For the next Ne � 1 end poles where the slope of the trajectory is m=2, the slippage change as the
beam advances from one pole to the next is

S2 =
�u
2

�
1

22
+
1

2

�m
2

�2�
(12)

The total slippage between the cell boundary and the �rst central core pole is the sum of Sm =
S0 + S1 + (Ne � 1)S2 and is given by

Sm =
L

22
+
�u
2

�
1

22
+
1

2

�m
4

�2�
+ (Ne � 1)

�u
2

�
1

22
+
1

2

�m
2

�2�
(13)

The phase advance to the �rst central core pole is given by

�m =
2�

�r
Sm (14)

where �r is the radiation wavelength. The resonance condition is that the slippage increases by
�r=2 as the electron beam moves from one central core pole to the next. This means �r=2 is equal
to S2, or

�r
2
=
�u
2

�
1

22
+
1

2

�m
2

�2�
(15)

We now make the connection between the model and the undulator. The resonance condition in
the undulator is given by

�r =
�u
22

�
1 +

1

2
K2

�
(16)

For the resonance condition in the model to correspond to the resonance condition in the undulator,
we require �m

2

�2
=
K2

22
(17)
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With this connection to the undulator, the slippage in the model from the cell boundary to the �rst
central core pole is

Sm =
L

22
+
�u
2

�
1

22

� 
1 +

1

2

�
K

2

�2!
+ (Ne � 1)

�u
2

�
1

22

��
1 +

1

2
K2

�
(18)

From the slippage, we �nd that the phase advance from the cell boundary to the �rst central core
pole is

�m = 2�
L

�u

1�
1 + 1

2K
2
� + �

�
1 + 1

2

�
K
2

�2��
1 + 1

2K
2
� + � (Ne � 1) (19)

In the model, the phase matching error is the phase at the �rst core pole, �m, minus the nominal
phase at the �rst core pole �m given above. When we make this calculation at many undulator K
values, we get the red curve in �gure 8. The model matches the measured phase matching error, the

Figure 8: A model of free space slippage and phase change related to pole strength explains the
shape of the phase matching error curve.

blue points, very well. The model clari�es that the K dependence of the phase matching error comes
from the free space slippage and slippage through the partial strength end poles of the undulator
divided by the (1+ 1

2K
2) dependence of the radiation wavelength. The model is approximate since

the �elds in the undulator ends are more complicated than in the model, but it is useful for getting
an understanding of the K dependence of the phase matching error.

2.4 Corrections With A Phase Shifter

The phase matching correction at the entrance is done by the phase shifter in this test. The phase
shifter adds phase until a phase matching error of an integer multiple of 2� is reached. This is
shown in �gure 9.
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Figure 9: A phase shifter adds phase so the phase matching error is an integer multiple of 2�.

With a phase shifter in place, the measured phase as a function of position is shown in �gure 10.
The phase shifter at the entrance causes a rapid increase in phase which is used to make the phase
matching error in the central core of the undulator equal to an integer multiple of 2�.
The phase matching error for SXU-006 was shown in �gure 6. A phase shifter must add phase

to make the phase matching error an integer multiple of 2�. The required added phase is shown in
�gure 11. The phase shifter phase integral required to make the phase matching error correction is
calculated as follows. The slippage in the phase shifter from the magnetic �eld, not including the
slippage due to free space drift, is given by6

S =
1

22

� e

mc

�2
PI (20)

where  is the electron Lorentz factor, e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, c is the speed
of light, and PI is the phase integral of the phase shifter. The phase integral is determined by the
magnetic �elds in the phase shifter and is given by

PI =

Z L=2

�L=2

 Z z

�L=2
Bx(z1) dz1

!2
+

 Z z

�L=2
By(z1) dz1

!2
dz (21)

where L is the length over which the phase integral is calculated, and Bx and By are the magnetic
�eld components in the phase shifter.
The phase advance from the slippage is

� =
2�

�r
S (22)

where �r is the radiation wavelength. The wavelength is determined by the undulator K value as

�r =
�u
22

�
1 +

1

2
K2

�
(23)

6Z. Wolf, "A PPM Phase Shifter Design", LCLS-TN-11-2, July, 2011.
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Figure 10: A phase shifter adds phase at the entrance of the undulator. The added phase is used
to make the phase matching error, the di¤erence between the blue line and the red line, equal to a
multiple of 2�.

where �u is the undulator period. Putting these expressions together, we �nd the required phase
integral PI to make a given phase advance � is

PI =
�u
2�

�mc
e

�2�
1 +

1

2
K2

�
� (24)

The required phase integral as a function of undulatorK value to correct the entrance phase matching
error is shown in �gure 12.
The phase shifters undergo production measurements and the phase integral as a function of gap

is determined. The measurements for phase shifter SXPS-16347 are shown in �gure 13. From
these measurement, we determine the phase shifter gap to give the phase integral required to make
the phase matching correction of the undulator entrance. One problem, however, is that the phase
shifter phase integral is much smaller than the required phase integral to do the phase matching.
We can solve this problem by adding phase jumps of 2�. The formula for the required phase integral
can be modi�ed to

PI =
�u
2�

�mc
e

�2�
1 +

1

2
K2

�
(�+ 2�j) (25)

for any integer j. We adjust j so that the required phase integral is within the range of the phase
shifter. The jumps from changing j are shown in �gure 14. The di¤erent color curves show the
required phase integral as a function of K, but with di¤erent values of j adding j2� to the required
phase. The phase shifter has a speci�ed maximum (PImax) and minimum (PImin) operating phase
integral range. At low K, we choose a value of j that brings the phase integral within the operating
range of the phase shifter. As K increases, the required phase integral approaches PImax. This
is shown by the thick red line. At PImax, the value of j is changed to make the required phase
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Figure 11: Added phase required to make the phase matching error an integer multiple of 2�.

integral as close to PImin as possible. This is shown in the �gure as the jump near K = 1:8. By
going as close to PImin as possible, we minimize the number of jumps. This process is continued
through the range of K values of the undulator giving the thick red line. The procedure to operate
the undulator is to specify the K value of the undulator, set the undulator gap, use the thick red line
with jumps to determine the phase shifter phase integral setting, determine the phase shifter gap
that goes with the phase integral, and set the phase shifter gap. The performance of this system is
discussed below.
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Figure 12: Required phase shifter phase integral to make the phase matching error correction at the
undulator entrance.

Figure 13: SXPS-16347 phase integral as a function of phase shifter gap.
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Figure 14: Phase jumps by integer multiples of 2� are used to keep the phase shifter within its range
as the undulator K value is varied.
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3 Measurements

For this test, measurements were made at a number of undulator K values and phase shifter phase
integral values. Figure 15 shows the phase integral vs K plot with jumps, and the locations of the
measurements. The following sections discuss di¤erent groups of measurements.

Figure 15: Plot showing the undulator K value and phase shifter phase integral value where mea-
surements were made.

The temperature of undulator SXU-006 during production measurements was 20:14 �C, and
the temperature of phase shifter SXPS-16347 during production measurements was 20:08 �C. The
temperature of the undulator and phase shifter during these tests was 20:14 �C. The e¤ect of
temperature di¤erences should be negligible.

3.1 K Scan

The circles in �gure 15 show measurement locations at K = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 5:778. The K = 5:778
measurement corresponds to the minimum undulator gap of 7:2 mm. These values cover more than
the operating range of undulator K values. The range of phase shifter phase integral values is also
covered. The measurements are summarized in the table below.

K Und Gap (mm) PS PI (T2 mm3) PS Gap (mm) PME (deg) PME Mod 2� (deg)
1.000 25.899 1548.3 22.023 6479.9 -0.1
2.000 17.771 1280.9 24.306 2878.6 -1.4
3.000 13.358 3695.8 12.025 2876.6 -3.4
4.000 10.515 3017.8 14.280 1437.3 -2.7
5.000 8.520 2305.2 17.348 717.4 -2.6
5.778 7.199 3543.0 12.491 718.3 -1.7
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The required phase shifter phase integral in the table (PS PI) already has the jumps included.
The phase matching error (PME) is the measured value after correction with the phase shifter set
as speci�ed in the table. The last column shows the phase matching error modulo 2�. The
phase matching error is below 3:4 degrees over the entire range. This is well below the 5:8 degree
speci�cation7 .

3.2 Near A Jump

The squares in �gure 15 show measurements at K = 2:8, 2:9, 3:0, 3:1, and 3:2. These values are
near a jump where the undulator K value does not change much, but the phase shifter has a large
change in the phase integral. The measurements are summarized in the table below. The phase
matching errors modulo 2� are well below the 5:8 degree speci�cation.

K Und Gap (mm) PS PI (T2 mm3) PS Gap (mm) PME (deg) PME Mod 2� (deg)
2.800 14.080 3134.1 13.856 2877.0 -3.0
2.900 13.711 3409.9 12.916 2876.8 -3.2
3.000 13.358 3695.8 12.025 2876.6 -3.4
3.100 13.020 1360.4 23.577 1437.7 -2.3
3.200 12.696 1523.2 22.219 1437.6 -2.4

3.3 At The Commissioning Gap

Phase shims are added to the undulators so that at a K value of 4:05, no phase shifters are needed.
A measurement was done with the undulator set to K = 4:05 with the phase shifter gap open to
100 mm. The measurement is summarized in the table below.

K Und Gap (mm) PS PI (T2 mm3) PS Gap (mm) PME (deg) PME Mod 2� (deg)
4.05 10.399 8.76 100.0 363.5 3.5

The phase matching error is within speci�cation. The plan to turn o¤ phase shifters at the
commissioning gap appears to work.

3.4 Outside The Operating Range

Measurements were done with K < 1. This corresponds to undulator gaps larger than 25 mm.
This is outside the operating range of the undulators where the measurements are less dense and
the �ts are not very good. Measurements at gaps where the spline �ts go through the points had
small phase matching errors, but at gaps where data for the �ts was missing, the phase matching
errors became large. The results are summarized in the table below. Measurements for the �ts in
this range were made at gaps of 26, 27, and 30 mm. Note that at gaps of 27 and 30 mm in the table
below, the phase matching error is small. Between these points where the distance to a �t point is
large, the phase matching error is larger. These gaps will not be used in standard operations, but
may be used for special tests.

K Und Gap (mm) PS PI (T2 mm3) PS Gap (mm) PME (deg) PME Mod 2� (deg)
0.700 30.180 1027.0 27.010 6495.2 15.2
0.711 30.000 1037.4 26.886 6482.8 2.8
0.705 30.101 1031.4 26.957 6489.7 9.7
0.774 29.000 1118.7 25.957 6451.4 -28.6
0.840 28.000 1235.1 24.748 6464.1 -15.9
0.912 27.000 1374.6 23.452 6480.8 0.8
0.951 26.500 1450.0 22.809 6481.5 1.5

7H.-D. Nuhn, "Undulator Phase Shifter", Physics Requirements Document, LCLSII-3.2-PR-0105-R1, November,
2014.
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4 Conclusion

This note presented measurements of the phase matching error in the central core of an undulator
while being corrected by a phase shifter. In the operating range of the undulator and phase shifter,
the correction was well within tolerance. This included jumps in the phase shifter strength showing
that the jump algorithm appears to be working. The undulator and phase shifter measurement
benches appear to be correctly cross calibrated. The measurement system software and analysis
software programs appear to be working properly.
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